
User doesn't see 
an appropriate 

target link on the 
menu.

There truly isn't a 
desirable target. If no 

full text available, make 
sure you offer a 

DOCDEL target or other 
alternative.

There should have been 
a target. Are the target, 

target-service, and 
relevant OP all active? 

Does the threshold 
correctly represent 
coverage? Does a 
DisplayLogic rule 

prevent target's display?

Target did display, 
but user didn't 

recognize it. Adjust 
menu design: 

rename or 
resequence targets; 

remove visual 
clutter; reconsider 
whether to display 

"related titles." 

User clicks through a 
target link that 

displays on the menu, 
or SFX attempts a 

DirectLink.

User reports an SFX 
failure.

Clickthrough or 
DirectLink leads to 

an "error" page.

Site not found. Verify 
that parse param is 

current correct URL for 
target site. Report global 

KB errors to Ex Libris.

Desired object/
page not found on 

target site.

Linking syntax 
change? Use 

Debugging Tool to 
see exactly what URL 

SFX builds. Report 
problem to Ex Libris 

via CARLI.

Desired object is truly not 
there. Adjust threshold, 
add note, or deactivate 
OP. (If shared target, 

report problem to CARLI.) 
If appropriate due to 

subscription or platform 
change, activate new OP 

under different target. 
Report global KB errors to 

Ex Libris.

Desired object is 
there, but described 

differently?

Source describes the 
object correctly, but 

passes inaccurate or 
inadequate metadata 

in the OpenURL. 
Report problem to 

source's tech 
support.

Source describes 
object incorrectly, and 

passes OpenURL 
consistent with this 

error. Report problem 
to source's tech 

support.

Target describes 
object incorrectly, 
according to some 
objective criteria. 
Report problem to 

target's tech 
support.

Clickthrough or 
DirectLink leads to an 

impassible, unexpected, 
or inappropriate 

authentication challenge.

Clickthrough or 
DirectLink leads 

to the wrong 
place.

User sees 
library's proxy 

page.

If direct connection to site 
not also challenged (access 
problem isolated to SFX), 

verify that proxy box is 
checked, if appropriate; that 
relevant  L/P flag values are 
entered in KB Manager; and 

that thresholds correctly 
represent years/volumes to 
which library has access. 
Report persistent linking 
problems to Ex Libris via 

CARLI.

Proxy challenge 
is appropriate.

If proxy challenge  
is not appropriate, 

uncheck "Use 
proxy" box at target-

service level.

If full text not really 
available, deactivate 
OP under getFullTxt 

service. Report global 
KB errors to Ex Libris.

If full text available 
but connection is 
not to article level, 
verify what linking 
level is supported. 
Report apparent 

linking problems to 
Ex Libris via CARLI.

If connection is to 
wrong object, 

investigate 
metadata 

mismatch: verify 
DOI, use 

Debugging Tool to 
see exactly what 
URL SFX builds.

SFX Trouble Tree: Supplement to "What Do 
I Do When My Users Report a Problem?"

Object not yet 
available? Verify 

thresholds correctly 
represent embargo 
period. Consider 

PMID indexing lag.

Object's title has 
changed. Activate 

new OP if 
appropriate. Report 
to Ex Libris, if new 

title data are 
missing from the 

global KB.

User can't log on. 
Troubleshoot 

user's connection 
and/or 

credentials. 

Proxy complains 
about missing 
configuration. 

Correct in EZProxy 
config file.

Target site down 
temporarily. Check 

with target site's tech 
support. Consider 
adding "site down" 

note in KB Manager.

User sees target 
site's challenge 

page.

If direct connection to 
site also challenged, 
verify that library truly 
subscribes, and that 

target site has all 
relevant IP ranges 
authorized. Report 
subscription/access 
errors to publisher or 
subscription agent, 

as appropriate.


